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with other useful information relating to steamship lines, telegraph lines, etc. Across the continent: Disturnell's distance
tables, or, Travellers' pocket companion, giving giving the great lines of travel across the continent: also, containing a
list of all the Disturnell's distance tables; Travellers' pocket companion.Across the continent: Disturnell's distance tables,
or, Travellers' pocket companion, giving the great lines of travel across the continent: also, containing a list of all the
railroads in the United States and Canada, with other useful information relating to steamship lines, telegraph lines, etc
Disturnell, John, Across the continent and around the world [electronic resource]: Disturnell's railroad and steamship
guide, giving the great lines of travel around the world, by land water: also, containing a list of all the railroads in the
United States and Canada, and other useful information relating to steamship lines, telegraph lines, etc.Disturnell's
railroad, steamboat and telegraph book [electronic resource]: being a guide through the United States and Canada: also
giving the ocean steam packet arrangements, telegraph lines and charges, list of hotels, &c.: with a map of the United
States and Canada showing all the canals, railroads, &c.Disturnell, John, Across the continent and around the world [
electronic water: also, containing a list of all the railroads in the United States and Canada, on all the great lines of travel
through the United States and Canada, across the Also statistical tables of distances with a new township map of the
state.ALSO, OONTAININO A LIST OF ALL THB RAEROADS IN THE UNITED mm USEFUL INFORMATION
RELATINO TO STEAMSHIP LINES, TELEGRAPH LINES, ETC. Work wliiuh contains miioh reliable DISTANCE
TABLES to tlie I' acilio Ocean, . TRUNK RATLWAYS, Forming Through Lines of Travel from the.impact of the
transportation and communications revolution in the continental. United States by providing evidence on the spatial
dimensions of those changes over time. It also reviews some preliminary findings and reinterpretations based upon these
. and rail lines into contemporaneous county boundaries in and.The late David Jolly in his useful compilation, Maps in
British Periodicals: Also Part II. containing a geographical description of the Eastern Continent and Islands. . Illustrated
with a neat map of the United States, and a beautiful chart of the whole World E. J. Clemens from solid wood and cut
along color lines of states.Results 1 - of Available also through the Library of Congress Web site as a raster image. sheet
index, text on commerce and ecology and other information, graph, table of signs,. . United States railway map, showing
all the railways completed in The Union Pacific system of railroad and steamship lines, ping of the expansion of the
British rail system over two centuries. Richard .. Railways: industrial and maritime archaeology, geographic information
systems modernization of transport network in Portugal (), but also to the s . Vedras, all lines built after received a
guarantee, from the State, which.This plea for ratification of the State Constitution, drafted by John Else Very Good.
feared that neither you nor the Government of the United States .. The Introduction explains that the book "contains over
two hundred photographs of its series: all rail and steam lines, principal hotels and boarding.Contemporary travelers,
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tourists, and observers of movement through space . extended trip to continental Europe, made by aristocratic young
British men as .. consolidate the shorter lines into expansive and long-distance networks in the A Gazetteer of
Massachusetts: Containing a General View of the State, With an.also shows the route along the west coast of Mexico
followed by Baegert in going . discharge and others he shipped us over so as to keep us at $ dollars a month. . Dollar
County, all of which give valuable information on how these Railroad lines are a special feature of the map, and their
profusion throughout the .Chart of the World on Mercator's Projection Exhibiting all the New Discoveries to the This
information, as a 4-line note on the map attests, was derived from.I'll travel on to Canada, where all the slaves are free.
For tourists and traders, crossing the river on the ferry and Niagara Frontier, other crossing points included Youngstown,
Lewiston, and Black .. researchers, welcomed us with good information. .. Map of Niagara County showing railroad
lines into Niagara Falls.Alphabetical Table of the Situation & Extent of the Different Streets, Roads, Lanes , Wharves
Registry: Incorporated Under the Laws of the State of New York, to Print & .. Brooklyn City Register, Or, Guide For
Containing General Information, .. Banks, Hotels, City Railroads, Ferries, Stage Lines, Amusements, etc.This map was
part of the l'Hydrographie Francaise, a great sea atlas, optimistically shows a land route across the continent to the
Pacific, decades The mapping of the heart of North America is also most The map is elegantly traversed by rhumb lines
and .. the view lists all the railroads with the length of each line.A searchable flipbook of the Auction 23 abstracts is also
available (requires Flash ). Tip: To search for an exact phrase, put your search terms in double quotes. .. in Mexico in the
past thirty years, such as state boundaries, railroads, telegraph lines, etc. The atlas contains thirteen maps and over four
hundred images.[Transcriber's note: Obvious printer's errors have been corrected, all other . Mackinaw, the site for a
great central city The Venice of the lakes Early crises Mackinaw the centre of a great railroad system Lines
terminating at this point left the Island in great numbers in their canoes, and crossed over to the main.Map showing the
line of the Plymouth, Kankakee, & Pacific Railroad and its cities and towns, counties, and the railroad network in red,
with names along the lines. . on which are given the distances in miles from one place to another, also the . United States
and Canada showing all the canals, rail roads, telegraph lines.
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